Title word cross-reference

\lambda = \alpha_1 + (\alpha_2 + \alpha_3 \lambda) e^{-\lambda} [2489]. M^5 [1609]. n [933, 840, 482, 418, 481, 480, 581]. n:m [315]. \omega [246]. R^3 [419]. R^4 [419]. R_0 [2060, 784, 2395, 2127, 1430]. T [2126, 2557]. \times [1307]. Daphnia [2662]. X [833].


1 [1393, 2005, 2187, 2560, 2007].
boundary-layer [2392]. boundary-value [2093].

cancellous [1148]. cancer [1953, 2108, 2097, 530, 2144, 2139, 2507, 2557, 2516, 1210, 2254, 1804, 1792].
cardiorespiratory [1738]. cardiovascular [1497, 1755, 1539, 924].
carrying [649, 2491, 2634, 2316]. cascade [1899, 1176]. cascades [2286, 1908, 2064, 1075, 1782]. case [1880, 943, 1397, 1103, 2622, 2496, 1412, 1411, 1910, 1065, 2642, 1307, 2586, 1881, 1685]. cases [751].
Catastrophic [1557, 2497]. catenin [1849]. catheterised [1840]. cations
distribution [1942, 1276, 2123, 1135, 2255, 2483, 3231, 450, 476, 1308, 317, 808, 437, 554, 751, 514, 110, 1021, 2260, 2161, 1337, 1645, 2325, 4, 1921, 1148, 277, 1015, 941, 1205, 2334, 2525, 583, 217, 314, 847, 1368, 597, 539, 512].
divalent [46]. divergence [595].
diversity [1560, 2219, 1397, 209, 2032, 389, 1561, 871, 1334, 1524, 1131, 158, 1309, 1259, 909, 2172, 2163, 1438, 2188, 2565].
dominant [53]. done [2521]. dormancy [1790, 2399]. dorso [1634].
dorso-ventral [1634]. Dose [917, 2407, 2593, 2393, 1406, 909]. Dose-dependent [917]. dose-response [2393]. doses [1265].
dosing [2505, 1837]. Double [2039, 463, 2437, 154, 2172]. double-strand [2172].
Dynamic [373, 1773, 1975, 261, 1457, 1261, 882, 2233, 1504, 1023, 1269, 2441, 2435, 1394, 1952, 1329, 1677, 1122, 1787, 2395, 893, 1878, 1248, 2612, 2608, 903, 2499, 1328, 1496, 1047]. Dynamical
dynamics, dysrhythmias.

Early, early-season, echinoids, eco, eco-evolutionary, Ecological, ecology, economy, ecosystem, ecosystems, Edge, edge-based, edges, Editorial, Eect, eectively, eectiveness, Eects, Efficient, Egg, egg-larval, eggs, Eigen, Eigenanalysis, eigenmodes, eigenvalue, eikonal, eikonal-curvature, elastic, elasticity, electric, electrocardiology, electrodiffusion, electrolyte, Electropermeabilization, electrophysiology, element, elementary, elements, elicited, elimination, elliptic, elongation, embedded, embeddings, embryo, Embryonic, emergence, emerging, emphasis, Empirical, encephalitis, encircled, encode, Encoding, encodings, end, endangered, endemic, endemism.


fitness-returns [2498]. fitnesses [1228, 768, 1042, 889]. fittest [1253].
fitting [2422, 2372]. FitzHugh [1618, 12, 899, 336, 125, 367, 541, 47].
Fixation [1018, 2469, 99, 1715, 2313, 1654]. fixed
[2218, 2601, 1596, 2085, 1433, 2161]. fixing [2517]. flagellates
[849]. flagellates [1228, 768, 1042, 889]. flagellates
[1253]. Floquet [2456]. Flow
[1997, 2253, 579, 431, 1044, 1221, 1166, 1575, 1464, 2236, 702, 780, 2161, 1337,
1568, 2213, 2550, 598, 717, 941, 1846, 2249, 2201, 2392, 2564, 1581, 2480, 795,
1783, 1749, 1661]. Flow-distributed [1997]. flows
[1158, 523, 301, 1957, 461, 221, 277, 213, 2319, 1936, 979, 2396].
fluid [2614, 2138, 1839, 1389, 2249, 2130, 2195, 519]. fluid-mechanical [519].
fluid-mechanical [519]. fluktuerender [523]. fluorescence [1779]. Flux
[2315, 2591, 1343, 2243, 2427, 116, 1258, 2562]. Focal [981].
Fokker [2549, 1977, 631]. folding [2589, 1702, 2461, 2334, 2433]. foldings
[2477]. foliage [111, 149]. foliage [2414]. following
[2414, 962, 985, 792]. food
[1196, 1968, 1168, 365, 1321, 545, 966, 1122, 1469, 1365, 2546, 880, 2329, 341,
1889, 1866]. food-chain [1168, 2546]. food-limited
[1321]. food-web [1968]. foreign
[1768]. forest [956, 2349]. forestry [1125]. Foreword
[2145]. form [803, 478, 2446, 260]. Formal [1741].
Formation [872, 1523, 1032, 1986, 1818, 2549, 355, 2133, 2425, 2202, 1285, 908,
2412, 1001, 1101, 2527, 45, 964, 2376, 2194, 803, 1810, 2243, 102, 79, 93, 1975, 713,
940, 2013, 152, 1634, 2629, 468, 861, 1407, 184, 677, 1873, 161, 1956, 1278,
893, 506, 287, 1480, 1142, 2570, 1280, 2011, 1312, 2460, 994, 2233, 1038, 1504,
2512, 1028, 2480, 1964, 1290]. forms [2516, 662]. formula
[107, 491, 1377, 1854]. formulas
[120]. Forward [1708].
founder [369, 298]. four
[504, 108, 1112, 207]. four-state
[504]. four-state
[120]. foragers
[305, 518, 1201, 1934, 2026, 531, 1099]. forcing
[365, 984, 2209]. foreign
[1768]. forest [956, 2349]. forestry [1125]. Foreword
[2145]. form
[803, 478, 2446, 260]. Formal [1741]. Formation
[872, 1523, 1032, 1986, 1818, 2549, 355, 2133, 2425, 2202, 1285, 908, 2412,
1001, 1101, 2527, 45, 964, 2376, 2194, 803, 1810, 2243, 102, 79, 93, 1975, 713,
940, 2013, 152, 1634, 2629, 468, 861, 1407, 184, 677, 1873, 161, 1956, 1278,
893, 506, 287, 1480, 1142, 2570, 1280, 2011, 1312, 2460, 994, 2233, 1038, 1504,
2512, 1028, 2480, 1964, 1290]. forms [2516, 662]. formula
[107, 491, 1377, 1854]. formulas
[120]. Forward
[2012, 2064, 1708]. Foundations
[2289, 1687]. founder [369, 298]. four
[504, 108, 1112, 207]. four-state
[504]. four-state
[1124]. Fourier [1707].
Fractal [1505, 1579, 1409]. fraction
[2407, 1477]. Fractional
[1842, 1264]. fractionated
[2407]. fragmented
[1517, 1640]. fragments
[2592, 2008]. Frame
[1534]. framework
[2337, 1453, 1010, 2017, 1883, 2521, 605, 2369, 2555, 1100, 2639]. free
[1273, 1674, 2071, 2321, 983, 1041, 2260, 1645, 2325, 1033, 2334, 2235,
2635, 1909, 1860]. free-energy
[2235]. French
[419, 2556, 2656]. frequencies
[535, 497, 415, 384]. frequency
[250, 2494, 1397, 470, 2640, 2497, 657, 2252, 1427, 1605, 890, 1061, 1425, 2294,
107, 230, 324, 1293, 1377, 1365, 2284, 277,
205, 1992, 1566, 1881, 109, 1844, 1207]. frequency-dependent
[2497, 2252, 1061, 1425, 1293, 205, 1566, 1881, 1207]. frequency-locking
[890]. frequent
[1992]. Freter
[1407]. Frobenius
[1341]. front
[1256, 1108]. fronts
[1361, 41, 927, 1647]. Frost
[583]. fruit
[819]. FTC
[802]. FtsZ
21

[2244]. Fuji [1253]. Fuji-type [1253]. full [550]. fully [114, 147, 1387].

Function [1547, 2166, 894, 1688, 2134, 1644, 2613, 1645, 754, 11, 42].


functional-integral [740]. functionals [2446]. functions [1029, 1215, 2314, 1208, 2094, 520, 1785, 929, 2397, 1894, 183, 1660, 2544, 1751].

fundamental [924]. fungal [1101, 1200]. Further [369]. fusion [2461, 1550].

futile [2018, 1735]. fuzzy [8].

G [2266, 1102, 1500, 1860]. G-CSF [1500]. G-protein [1102, 1860].


gametic [627]. gametophytic [970, 1019].


Gauss [2641]


Gene-culture [656].


Genealogical-tree [758].


generate [2531]. generated [1343, 1474, 159]. generating [976, 478, 2427].

generation [490, 1294, 1492, 1826, 345, 1367, 1640, 4, 1480, 2125, 2172, 2543, 1084].

generations [1345, 62, 1504]. generator [342, 1741].

generators [1281, 1282, 1552, 1601].

genetic [2483, 2064].


genomic [415]. genome [1455, 271, 170, 2332, 1910, 1205].

genomes [2287, 1616]. genomics [1585, 2081].

genotype [2479, 285, 597]. genotype-dependent
genotype-phenotype \cite{2479}. genotypes \cite{156}. Genotypic
\cite{1003, 346, 333, 497, 1017}. genus \cite{2193, 55}. Geographical \cite{1249, 138, 501}. geographically \cite{157, 220, 804, 898, 897, 1131}. Geometric
\cite{1980, 1818, 1562, 1856, 2506, 2626, 1812, 2462, 289}. Geometrically \cite{1534}. geometries \cite{2540}. Geometry \cite{1822, 183, 1988, 45, 666, 10}. German
\cite{523, 61}. germinal \cite{2625}. giant \cite{2346}. Gierer \cite{152}. Gilpin \cite{96}. Ginglymostoma \cite{131}. give \cite{386}. given \cite{271, 2623, 1340}. glass \cite{1863}. glide \cite{1600}. glioblastoma \cite{2505}. Glioma \cite{2414, 1729}. gliomas \cite{2473}. Global
\cite{1176}. glycans \cite{2304}. glycemia \cite{2526}. glycemia-structured \cite{2526}. glycolcalyx \cite{1843}. glycolytic \cite{1127}. goals \cite{2511}. Goldbeter
\cite{2506, 1908}. Gompertz \cite{195}. goods \cite{1951, 2611}. Goodwin \cite{840}. Gordon \cite{485}. got \cite{1781}. Gouy \cite{46}. governed \cite{79, 663, 445}. governing \cite{142, 1416, 1730}. grade \cite{2473}. gradient \cite{579, 1136, 2255, 1275, 953, 1954, 2384}. gradient-based \cite{1954}. gradient-sensing \cite{2384}. Gradients \cite{668, 409, 2347, 2498, 2562}. gradostat \cite{629, 728, 847, 580}. gradual \cite{2255}. gradually \cite{469}. Grafen
\cite{2333}. grained \cite{2387}. graining \cite{2077}. grammar \cite{2334}. granulocyte
\cite{29, 559}. granulocytopoiesis \cite{239}. Granulopoiesis \cite{1500, 1406, 1479}. graph
\cite{1742, 1900, 1665, 1666, 2324, 2052, 2623, 1910, 1442, 1930, 1703, 1828}. graph-automorphism \cite{1930}. Graph-theoretic \cite{1900, 1665, 1666, 1828}. Graphical
\cite{2600, 1917}. graphs \cite{2081, 2095, 1930}. grass \cite{2639}. gravitactic \cite{2136}. gravitropism \cite{1630}. grazer \cite{1981}. grazing \cite{755, 120}. greater \cite{2128}. green \cite{122}. Gregarious \cite{1569}. Grey \cite{1456}. Grey-box
\cite{1456}. GRO \cite{2595}. GRO-seq \cite{2595}. Group
\cite{2287, 2113, 1550, 1957, 1445, 1857, 1810, 1814, 2534, 1821, 1835}. group-structured \cite{1835}. Group-theoretic \cite{2287}. grouping \cite{2529, 1561}. groups \cite{1933, 1839}. grouse \cite{1436}. growing
\cite{1795, 1324, 1571, 1882, 2054, 2548, 631}. grows \cite{1442}. Growth
\cite{1070, 1115, 51, 1062, 1099, 113, 580, 892, 2305, 2093, 499, 572, 749, 1687, 1414, 16, 63, 1371, 1383, 1909, 1373, 2517, 1502, 372, 1152}. growth-fragmentation \cite{2149}. growth-fragmentation-death \cite{2500}.

horseshoe [2658]. Host
[1574, 1186, 1503, 901, 465, 1232]. Host-parasitoid


Krebs [735]. Kries [386]. Kupffer [2550].


large-scale [2175]. large-time [1927]. larval [853, 623]. Lassoing [2042].


model [2248, 2537, 1414, 1972, 392, 63, 1660, 2179, 2265, 2295, 2658, 1854, 1014, 358, 575, 2214, 2173, 2258, 2358, 528, 1373, 294, 1314, 2417, 1185, 819, 1820, 1153, 839, 2571, 591, 2639, 2307, 2250, 1597, 2244, 2066, 2216, 22, 864, 1555, 1242].

Model-consistent [1693]. Model-supported [1913]. modèle [419, 2556].

modeled [894, 313, 998, 1841, 1855].


Models [788, 1281, 1282, 1548, 1776, 1755, 803, 1222, 846, 919, 714, 713, 1544, 364, 433, 488, 691, 573, 1159, 2337, 891, 1720, 1050, 2218, 223, 1023, 500, 592, 2176, 347, 1088, 1489, 1637, 2060, 1959, 431, 1507, 2602, 2449, 2420, 301, 1091, 470, 708, 2211, 2422, 2323, 1915, 312, 1215, 1670, 1752, 1432, 1875, 2425, 412, 406, 556, 547, 975, 1795, 2638, 2591, 2590, 1439, 967, 2147, 82, 1492, 2631, 733, 774, 2202, 727, 1275, 1208, 1898, 396, 2232, 661, 1209, 1369, 304, 1567, 1061, 2159, 94, 140, 1813, 1370, 1376, 2139, 2182, 1270, 784, 1138].

null

O157 [2295], oasis [1244], obeying [382], object [2502], objective [1894], objects [143, 1779, 673], oblate [477], Oblique [420], observational [1509], observed [1540, 1651, 1340], obtain [2375], obtained [2077], occasion [2485, 2109], occupancy [2232, 2171], occurrence [2639], occurring [729, 394], ODE [1364, 2215, 2615], ODEs [1643, 2184], ODEs-homogenization [2184], Odo [2109], off [2277], off [2375], Ohta [251], oldest [842], olfactory [1691], olfactory [1319], oligodendrocytes [1294], Oligomorphic [1970], olive [2055], omnivory [365], One [246, 24, 380, 166, 1791, 1345, 1225, 1432, 313, 2328, 1724, 1472, 1728, 264, 2557, 986, 852, 1310, 836, 225, 487, 688, 1835, 1192, 2137, 180, 598, 1441, 1380, 2290, 1881, 1028, 799, 2537, 1014, 819], One- [166, 598], one-compartment [1724], One-dimensional [246, 1791, 1225, 1432, 1472, 2557, 852, 836, 1192, 2137, 1441, 1389, 1028, 2537, 1014, 819], one-hump [986], One-locus [24, 1345, 225, 487, 1835, 1881], one-prey [1310], only [2552, 2553], onset [2122, 1370, 1278], onto [860], Ontogenetic [2120], oocytes [1898], Open [1534, 939, 1908, 2064, 2320, 11, 1712], operations [2482], operator [489, 407], operators [2598], operon [1879], Opposition [628], optical [2413], Optimal [1158, 2108, 2097, 312, 529, 2407, 1208, 1454, 2536, 2579, 1928, 1110, 2010, 805, 2160, 73, 118, 255, 1974, 599, 1152, 1332, 1960, 2311, 1215, 2318, 316, 1571, 92, 1010, 2225, 1535, 1548, 327, 1144, 487, 2345, 1104, 697, 2028, 2239, 2166, 2652, 2418, 1889, 1866, 2116, 2007, 2582], optimality [1365, 824, 825], optimisation [1925], Optimization [2505, 1091, 2348, 1709, 1980, 2614, 775, 1954, 2427, 1692, 1894], Optimizing [1688], option [1234], oral [2622], orbital [2239], orbits [1196, 1094, 1686, 2055, 1863, 2023], orchards [1081], order [1720, 222, 1596, 441, 790, 865, 87, 787, 1064, 1142, 1850, 408, 1987], ordinary [670, 1665, 866, 305, 2305], ore [2657], organic [1983], organisation [1777, 1821], organised [2425], organism [278], organisms [1273, 1179, 1531, 1117, 1041, 1416, 1381], organization [2445, 2340, 1899, 496, 1190, 512, 1030], organized [2041], organizing [2401, 1823], organs [2199], orientation [1135, 261, 636, 1974].
[701, 535]. poor [2622]. Population
[2196, 2319, 2381, 958, 935, 1145, 638, 2209, 194, 1685, 2630, 575, 1751, 931, 631]. porous [2628, 2356, 1568]. poroviscoelastic [2342]. posedness
[1690]. predation [1607, 397, 2192, 364, 508, 2632, 4424]. Predator
2001, 432, 1889, 1866, 1512, 2209, 2444, 862, 1922, 2569, 1314, 149, 819, 1305.

Predator-mediated [593]. predator-one [313]. predator-prey [2569].
predators [423, 752, 1310, 545, 2453, 1790, 2399, 1128, 839].
predict [2291, 1148]. predictability [531, 1662]. predicted [1545, 413].
Predicting [2277, 1704, 1803, 1069, 2148]. Prediction [1643, 783, 1705, 81, 1675, 1703].
predictions [646]. Preface [1796, 1603]. preference [1348]. prehension [1894].
prehension [1894]. Prelude [352]. prepare [2183, 2117]. prepatterns [676].
prey-predator [1980, 302, 1086, 2478, 1094, 184, 1790, 2399, 136, 685, 1314].
preytaxis [819]. primary [2170, 2335, 2048, 1281]. prime [1520].
Proliferation promoter proneural propagating Propagation

Properties

property proportionate proportions prostate prostheses Protected Protection protective protein proteins Proteus protocell prototypes protracted protrusion provide provided PSA pseudo pseudoknots Pseudomonas pseudospectral PSSMTS psychophysical Pteroptyx PU.1-GATA-1 Public pulmonary pulsatile pulsating Pulsations Pulse pump-leak pumping purses pursuit pyloric pyrite pyrosequencing quadratic quadrupled Quadruplex Qualitative quality quantification Quantifying Quantitative quantities quarantine quartets Quasi-quasispecies Quasi-steady Quasi-steady-state quasispecies queen quenching questions Quiescence quorum quota rainfall R Rallying Radiation radiation-induced radiotherapy raffles raids rainbow rainfall Raising Random random-walk randomness Range ranges Rapid Rare rat
ratchet [1343, 2104, 942]. ratcheting [2104]. ratchets [2272]. rate
[2606, 608, 2457, 2581, 186, 268, 299, 1009, 1437, 2470, 1208, 2149, 1470, 2134,
1069, 1467, 2613, 920, 721, 1104, 1263, 2165, 553, 2148, 1973, 233, 728, 1328,
78, 340, 2167]. Rates
[347, 875, 943, 1670, 2226, 316, 1606, 1154, 253, 1762, 751, 398, 873, 1315,
1457, 569, 650, 2175, 1248, 573, 2446, 2539, 909, 744, 2021, 1820]. rates-across-sites [2175]. ratio
[1303, 1445, 784, 1359, 1289, 1310, 487, 1139, 1743, 1512, 1305, 1430]. ratio-dependent [1289, 1310, 1139, 1743, 1512, 1305]. rational
[1234, 2579]. rational
[1234, 2579]. re
[1348, 2160]. re-entry [2160]. re-examined [1348]. reachability [1157]. React
[2311]. reacting [34]. Reaction
[2051, 2280, 1355, 2220, 1361, 1900, 592, 1892, 1902, 1439, 330, 967,
2441, 2435, 1750, 1324, 265, 493, 1154, 1827, 2052, 2509, 2296, 409, 286, 2096,
716, 2303, 2473, 667, 1068, 1045, 666, 1729, 429, 477, 1626, 2475, 2566, 2074,
33, 88, 1873, 745, 2275, 757, 748, 1859, 1843, 1187, 287, 1932, 977, 1882, 2362,
410, 2015, 2254, 453, 2484, 135, 179, 1038, 2600, 1578, 1927, 877, 1150, 124,
[2051, 1361, 592, 1892, 1902, 1439, 330, 967, 2441, 2435, 1750, 1324, 265, 493, 1154, 1827, 2052, 2509, 2296, 409, 286, 2473, 667, 1068, 1045, 666, 1729, 429, 477, 2074, 1873, 757, 748, 287,
[1217, 1683, 1831, 11, 244, 1434, 1490]. real [849, 1663]. realistic
[417, 161, 1330]. realize [1157]. reanalysis [2318]. rebound [2264, 2655]. Recall
[660, 770]. receptor [960, 2114, 2297, 303, 2196, 1409, 1047, 1860]. receptor- ligand [2297]. receptor-mediated [1047]. receptors
[1768]. recombinants [463]. Recombination
[669, 1288, 2261, 1895, 2530, 1910, 1042, 1940, 1438, 1035, 2088, 1871]. recombination-mutation [2088]. recombining [2472]. reconciliations
[2438]. reconstitution [1406]. reconstructed [2351]. Reconstructing
[2088, 2651, 1905]. Reconstruction [2094]. recordings [1495]. recovery
[2150, 2165, 707, 358]. recovery-relapse [358]. recruitment
[1920, 1669]. recursions [1785]. recycling
[319, 769, 919, 1162, 1227, 2241, 925]. Red [2431, 1073, 86, 1436]. reduce
[1708]. reduced [1192, 2385]. reduces [2137]. reducible
[418, 481, 480, 581, 583]. Reducing [1216]. reduction
[527, 154, 1553, 1612, 97, 2600, 1238, 1662, 2305, 2358, 2250]. reductions
[1789, 1861]. Reed [583]. reentry [1679]. reference [2496, 2186]. refinement [264]. Refining
[2256]. refractory [1298, 1482]. regard [2139]. regeneration [864]. regime
44

[2022, 297, 602]. regimens [1837, 1642]. regimes [319, 1556]. region [498].
regional [2402, 905]. regions [186, 176, 1064, 408]. regression [1875, 2216].
Regular [683, 548, 706, 707, 778, 228]. Regularity [1335]. regularly [2316].
Remarks [1429, 489]. remodelling [1799]. removal [1670, 1208, 2155].
removals [516]. removed [1023, 2422]. Renal [413, 702, 780, 1372, 1597].
reproductive [150, 174, 129, 2203, 1834, 1543, 1582, 646, 1017, 1451].
required [2364, 1613]. requirements [2080]. Research [485, 1698].
Results


Thresholds
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Thrombus

Thrombus

Thymocytes

Thymocytes

Thyone

Thyone

Tick

Tick

Tick-borne

Tick-borne

Tight

Tight

Time-dependent

Time-dependent

Time-inhomogeneous

Time-inhomogeneous

Time-lag

Time-lag

Time-series

Time-series

Time-varying

Time-varying

Timescale

Timescale

Timidus

Timidus

Timing

Timing

Tips

Tips

Tissues

Tissues

Tolerance

Tolerance

Tolerance-competition

Tolerance-competition

Tongues

Tongues

Tool

Tool

Tools

Tools

Top

Top

Topo-predator

Topo-predator

Topological

Topological

Topology

Topology

Torulopsis

Torulopsis

Total

Total

Township

Township

Toxicant

Toxicant

Toxicants

Toxicants

Toxicity

Toxicity

Toxicokinetic

Toxicokinetic

Toxicology

Toxicology

Toxin

Toxin

Tracer

Tracer

Traces

Traces

Tracheal

Tracheal

Tracker

Tracker

Tracking

Tracking

Tract

Tract

Tractability

Tractability

Traction

Traction

Transectional

Transectional

Transfer

Transfer

Transform

Transform

Transformed

Transformed

Transgenic

Transgenic

Transient

Transient

Translocated

Translocated

Transmission

Transmission

Transmission-blocking

Transmission-blocking

Transmitted

Transmitted

Transplant

Transplant

Transplantation

Transplantation

Transport

Transport


tri [1196, 1040, 2546, 1740, 1082]. tri-phasic [1740]. tri-trophic [1196, 1040, 2546, 1082]. trials [160]. tribute [2485].

trice [1942, 2606, 2042, 758, 2033, 2660, 2351, 1847, 2369, 1706, 149, 2639, 1703, 2273].


two-locus [2253, 347, 1228, 719, 808, 857, 117, 252, 1442, 1940, 1035].
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